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Model of oxygen-deficiency-related defects in SiO2 glass
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~Received 28 April 2000!

We propose a model of the oxygen-deficiency-related defect in silica glass on the basis of theab initio
molecular-orbital calculations. This model can be regarded as an oxygen vacancy derived from the edge-
sharing structural unit and will be inherent in glassy silica. Our calculations demonstrate that this defect can be
transformed into the structurally stable hole trapping center whose calculated hyperfine parameters quantita-
tively reproduce the experimental hyperfine features observed for theEg8 center in silica glass.
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Understanding the structure and formation mechanism
defects in silica glass has been a subject of considerabl
terest since amorphous silicon dioxide is an indispensa
material component of fiber optics technologies and me
oxide-semiconductor devices. It has been demonstrated
irradiation by, for example, uv, x, org rays can induce poin
defects in silica glass resulting in various paramagn
centers.1,2 However, there have been no accepted models
explain all the experimental phenomena initiated by the c
ation of point defects on irradiation, and, therefore, the str
ture and optical properties of defects in silica glass are
challenging problems both in fundamental and technolog
aspects.

Among other radiation-induced defects in silica glass,
Eg8 center is a principal paramagnetic center, which is ch
acterized by a large29Si hyperfine splittingA of ;42 mT
~Ref. 3! and yields an optical absorption band at;5.8 eV.4

Our most detailed understanding of theEg8 center in silica
glass comes from the experimental and theoretical studie
the E18 species (A;40 mT) in crystallinea-quartz.5,6 The
first model of theE18 center ina-quartz was proposed b
Feigl, Fowler, and Yip,7 who suggested the positivel
charged single-oxygen-vacancy model composed of a ne
planar wSi1 unit and a singly occupied dangling bon
wSi•, namely,wSi1 •Siw. Subsequent works8 suggested a
further relaxation of this configuration, in which the pos
tively charged Si atom moves through the plane of its thr
neighboring oxygens into a puckered configuration.

Although the above defect models were originally pr
posed fora-quartz, it was assumed that a similar defect
responsible for theEg8 center in silica glass.9 That is, in silica
glass it was suggested that theEg8 center is formed according
to the following photoionization reaction:10

wSiuSiw

and/or

wSī Siw1\v→wSi11 •Siw~Eg8 !1e2, ~1!

where wSiuSiw and wSī Siw mean the ‘‘relaxed’’
and ‘‘unrelaxed’’ oxygen monovacancies, respectively. It
believed that the former Si-Si distance is almost identi
with that of H3Si-SiH3 ~;2.3 Å!, and the latter has a Si-S
distance similar to@;3.1 Å ~Refs. 9 and 10!# or even longer
@;4 Å ~Ref. 11!# than that of regular SiuOuSi bonding.
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Imai et al.10 proposed that thewSī Siw bond is more
easily converted to theEg8 center than thewSiuSiw bond,
since the latter bond will require extra relaxation in t
neighboring network configuration to produce theEg8 center
and its planar counterpart ofwSi1.

It should be noted, however, that recent theoretical ca
lations have raised some questions concerning the exist
of the unrelaxedwSī Siw bond in silica glass. Stefano
and Raghavachari12 recently carried out theoretical calcula
tions on several oxygen vacancy models in silica glass
concluded that ‘‘a completely unrelaxed geometry with
Si-Si distance of 3.1 Å is not a stable arrangement and
unlikely for the ground state.’’ Other theoretical calculatio
have shown that even a puckered unrelaxed oxygen vac
proposed originally fora-quartz has a barrier of only;0.2–
0.3 eV against the relaxation into the stablewSiuSiw
bond.13,14 Such a small barrier may be too small to expla
the thermal stability of the relevant defect in silica glas
Furthermore,ab initio calculations by Pacchioni and Ierano`11

have shown that the unrelaxed oxygen vacancy will yield
S0→S1 and S0→S2 transition bands at 3.3 and 5.3 eV, r
spectively. Pacchioni and Ierano11 originally suggested tha
the S0→S2 transition is responsible for the observed s
called ‘‘B2’’ photoabsorption band at;5.0 eV. However,
Skuja2 recently pointed out that ‘‘theB2 band is quite surely
due to the excitation to the first excited singlet state,’’ a
that ‘‘the calculation11 may provide the first theoretical evi
dence that the energy of the excited states of the unrela
oxygen vacancy may be too small to be responsible for
B2 band.’’ It should also be worth mentioning that the unr
laxed geometry would give rise to a high biradical charac
since the wave function at long distance should be of a
valent type; however, such a biradical character has not b
reported for unirradiated silica glass. Taking these thin
mentioned above into account, we suggest that the oxy
monovacancy will tend to be relaxed in the glass network
other words, the unrelaxed oxygen vacancy is quite diffic
to exist even metastably in silica glass. For these reas
another plausible defect model will be welcomed to expl
the formation mechanism of theEg8 center along with the
origin of theB2 band in silica glass.

In this paper, we, therefore, propose a model of oxyg
monovacancy on the basis of theab initio molecular orbital
~MO! calculations. As mentioned above, all the previo
2983 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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models on oxygen-deficiency-related defects in silica gl
are based on the assumption that a corner-sharing oxyge
the glass network is missing, formingwSī Siw bonds. It
is well accepted that the structure of silica glass is domina
by the corner-sharing SiO2 tetrahedra that link together t
form a three-dimensional random network. However, t
does not necessarily rule out the existence of an edge-sh
unit as an intrinsic ‘‘defect’’ in the random glass networ
Previous molecular-dynamics simulations on silica glass
deed demonstrated that a very small amount~less than 0.5%!
of two-membered rings, namely, edge-sharing units can
found in the glass structure.15 Recently, we carried outab
initio MO calculations on several clusters consisting
n-membered (n52 – 6) silica rings, and the strained ener
of the two membered ring was estimated to be;1.8 eV.16

This calculated strain energy is far smaller than the form
tion energies of the other point defects in SiO2 glass such as
oxygen vacancies@;7–8 eV ~Ref. 17!# and Frenkel defects
@;8 eV ~Ref. 17!#, implying that an edge-sharing ‘‘defect’
is possible to exist in the actual glass network. It is reas
able to expect that the oxygen atom in such a strained e
sharing unit will be removed rather easily as compared w
that in a normal corner-sharing bond. We, therefore, cons
that the defect in which one of the two edge-sharing oxyg
is removed,

is not far from realistic and can be employed as an alter
tive model of the oxygen-deficiency-related defect in sil
glass. In what follows, we refer to this defect as a triangu
oxygen-deficiency center~TODC! from its geometrical con-
figuration.

In order to investigate the geometry and electronic str
ture of TODC we used the clusters shown in Fig. 1~model
1!. The dangling bonds of surface oxygen atoms in the c
ter were saturated by H atoms. The geometry of the clu
was fully optimized at the Hartree-Fock~HF! level using the
6-31G(d) basis set.18 All ab initio MO calculations in this
work have been performed with theGAUSSIAN-98 program.19

FIG. 1. The Si8O2H12 cluster modeling TODC~model 1!. The
geometry was optimized at the HF/6-31G(d) level.
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As a result of the geometry optimization, we have fou
that in model 1 the neighboring Si atoms in the TODC s
come together to form a substantial SiuSi bond (dSiuSi
52.156 Å). However, this does not simply mean that th
SiuSi bond has a strong covalent nature, because in m
1 the bonding orbitals of the neighboring SiO3 units cannot
satisfactorily be overlapped to each other because of the
tervening oxygen atom. On the other hand, the SiuOuSi
bond angle of the TODC site in model 1 is rather sm
~;80°! as compared with a normal SiuOuSi bond angle
~;140°!, indicating that the SiuSi chemical bond in TODC
is formed at the expense of the SiuOuSi bond angle. In
other words, the oxygen vacancy in model 1 keeps a bala
of the SiuSi bond distance and SiuOuSi bond angle,
forming a rather stable defect configuration on the sho
range length scale.

We then used the time-dependent density-functional
sponse theory20 ~TD-DFRT! to calculate excitation energie
of the model clusters employed. It has been demonstra
that the average absolute error of the TD-DFRT is close
that of the more costly correlatedab initio methods such as
configuration interaction~CI! methods.20 However, since
model 1 is still too large to perform the TD-DFRT calcul
tions, we employed a smaller cluster@model 18, see Fig.
2~a!# as another model of TODC. In addition, we calculat
the TD-DFRT excitation energies for the cluster modeling
divalent Si defect~vSi:! in silica glass@model 2, see Fig.
2~b!#, which has been suggested as an alternative candi
for the B2 absorption band.2 The TD-DFRT excitation ener-

FIG. 2. The clusters of atoms used for the calculations of ex
tation energies:~a! the Si6O17H12 cluster modeling TODC~model
18! and~b! the Si3O8H6 cluster modeling a divalent Si defect~model
2!. The geometries were optimized at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level.
The calculatedS0→S1 excitation energies at the TD-B3LYP/6-3
1G(d) level are shown.
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gies were calculated at the Becke’s 1993 hybrid excha
functional with the Lee-Yang-Parr correlation ener
functional21 ~B3LYP! level with the 6-31G(d) basis set aug-
mented by two sets of diffuses and p functions12 on
the Si atom~s! in the respective defect sites using t
B3LYP/6-31G(d) geometries.

The S0→S1 excitation energy of model 2 was calculate
to be 5.17 eV, which agrees well with the previously r
ported CI excitation energies~;5.2 eV! of vSi:22,23 indicat-
ing that, as has been proposed previously,20,24 the TD-DFRT
method yields an excitation energy close to the CI value.
the other hand, the calculatedS0→S1 excitation energy of
model 18 was 5.16 eV. This excitation energy is only slight
smaller than theS0→S1 excitation energy calculated fo
model 2. This suggests that thevSi: and TODC accidentally
yield similar excitation energies at;5 eV, and both these
centers will contribute to the observedB2-photoabsorption
band in silica glass. Indeed, it has been demonstrated ex
mentally that there exists more than one species of oxyg
deficiency-centers that contribute to the;5 eV photoabsorp-
tion band and subsequently affect the photobleaching of
absorption band in silica glass.25

We next investigate a possible change in geometry
TODC during a photoionization process. For that purpo
we reoptimized the geometry of model 1~or model 18! by
assuming total charge of11 at the unrestricted open H

FIG. 3. Lower-energy configurations of the positively charg
(Si8O21H21)

1 ~model 3, upper! and (Si6O17H12)
1 ~model 38, lower!

clusters optimized at the UHF/6-31G(d) level. Principal bond dis-
tances~in Å!, bond angles~in degrees!, spin densities,r, and 29Si
isotropic hyperfine coupling constantsA ~in mT!, calculated at the
UHF/6-31G(d) are also shown. Values in parentheses for mode8
indicate the results calculated at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level.
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~UHF! and/or B3LYP levels using the 6-31G(d) basis set.
Consequently, we found that there exist two different op
mized configurations which are separated by;0.60 eV in
total energy. The higher-energy one retains the basic ge
etry of the neutral TODC in model 1~or model 18!, and the
charge density of the unpaired electron in TODC is alm
equally distributed between the two constituent Si atoms.
the other hand, the lower-energy one is characterized b
highly asymmetric configuration with respect to the vacan
The optimized geometry of the lower energy form, whi
will be referred to as model 3~or model 38!, is shown in
Fig. 3.

We see from Fig. 3 that in model 3~or model 38!, which
is expected to be a major component as a hole trapp
TODC, one of the Si atoms in the vacancy site, Si2, mo
close to the plane of its three neighboring oxygens, resul
in the planarwSi1 structural unit having rather short SiuO
bond distances~;1.55–1.57 Å!. The unpaired electron is
localized mainly on Si1 in the~Si1!O3 unit, and, such an
electronic state of the unpaired electron in an Si dangl
bond is characteristic ofE8 centers. As mentioned earlie
the electron-spin-resonance spectra of irradiated silica g
show the ‘‘strong (Aobs;42 mT)’’ hyperfine splitting due to
the Eg8 center.3 Table I shows that the observed hyperfi
structure is quantitatively reproduced by the present calc
tions irrespective of the clusters chosen and the calcula
levels of theory, indicating that the present model is qu
reasonable as a model of the paramagnetic center of inte
in silica glass. The ‘‘strong’’ feature was also predicted
the previous HF/6-31G cluster calculations based on th
conventional unrelaxed oxygen vacancy model,26 but the
correspondence between the theoretical and experime
values is not so excellent as compared with the present
~see, also, Table I!.

In conclusion, we have presented a model of a neu
oxygen-deficiency defect, TODC, which will be inherent
silica glass is most likely responsible~partially! for the ob-
served 5-eV band. We have demonstrated that TODC ca
transformed into the structurally stable hole trapping cen

TABLE I. 29Si isotropic hyperfine coupling constants, in m
calculated for the positively charged TODC and unrelaxed oxy
vacancy models along with the experimental value obtained for
Eg8 center in silica glass.

Model
Charged unrelaxed
oxygen vacancyb Charged TODCc Experimenta

36.4 43.6d ~model 3! ;42
42.0d ~model 38!
41.3e ~model 38!

aReference 3.
bReference 26.
c 29Si isotropic hyperfine splittings calculated for Si1 in models
and 38.

dCalculations were performed at the HF/6-31G(d) level using the
HF/6-31G(d) geometry.

eCalculations were performed at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level using
the B3LYP/6-31G(d) geometry.
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without violating the neighboring network topology~see Fig.
3!. Furthermore, the proposed models quantitatively rep
duce the experimental 42-mT hyperfine splitting observ
for the Eg8 center in silica glass. We hence believe th
TODC has a reasonable advantage over the unrelaxed
gen vacancy model in that the present models consiste
d

at

n.

s.
-
d
t
y-

tly

reproduce the fundamental experimental features reported
the oxygen-deficiency-related defect in silica glass.
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